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DREAMS
AND THEIR INTERPRETATIONS

Definition for Dreams; Joys, gladness; series of thoughts of a person in sleep; and idle fancy, a revery; to indulge in idle revery; to have images in the mind in sleep.

Abuse. — To dream you are abused and insulted, is a certain sign that some dispute will come between you and some person with whom you have business; therefore, after such a dream you should be particularly careful of yourself, and be as gentle and mild as possible, that you may not give those with whom you have dealings any advantage over you.

Absence. — To see absent persons in your dreams is a certain sign of their return.

Acquaintance. — Dreaming you fight them, signifies distraction, especially if the person dreaming is sick.

Acquisition. — A favorable sign to the dreamer.

Activity. — If you dream that you are very active, it shows you will have great losses through your own negligence.

Actress. — To see one play, misfortune; if you talk with her, you will have success in what you undertake if you make love to her, your life will be joyful. If you dream that you enjoy her, you will meet great troubles.

Adoption. — To dream of adopting children, foreshadows sorrow and trouble.

Admiration. — If you dream that you are admired it foretells good fortune; but if you admire any one else, it is a very bad sign.

Alms. — To dream that they are begged of you, and you deny them shows want and misery to the dreamer; but to dream you give them freely is a sign of joy and long life.

Altar. — To dream that you see an altar, betokens your speedy marriage.
Angel. — To dream of an angel, brings joyous ridings; if the angel does not approach you, it is a sign that your life is evil, and a warning to reform.

Anger. — To dream that you have been provoked to anger, shows that you have many very powerful enemies.

Ape. — To see one in your dreams, shows that you will fall into the hands of sharpers; and that some enemy will endeavor to defraud you.

Apparition. — Of any kind is a very bad sign.

Apples. — If you take them from the tree, it signifies that you will be persecuted. If they are ripe and ruddy, and you eat them, it will bring much happiness. If they are sour, you will shortly quarrel with some one.

Arm. — To dream that you have the right arm cut off, is significant of the death of a female relative; if both arms are cut off, captivity and sickness; an arm broken, or withered, sorrows, losses, and widowhood; an arm swollen, sudden fortune falling to a dear friend; to dream that you have strong arms, signifies health and happiness; dirty arms, misery; hairy arms, an increase of fortune and family.

Army. — If victorious, good things; but if routed, you must prepare for misfortune.

Artist. — To dream of artists shows that you will have many pleasures.

Ashes. — Are significant of mourning.

Baking. — For a woman to dream she is baking bread, foretells thrift. If she is a farmers wife, it is a sign of good crops. If she burns her bread it is a sign that she will have a miscarriage.

Ball. — To dream that you are at a ball, denotes that money will be left to you.

Ballet. — Joy and boundless pleasure will be your lot.

Balloon. — To dream of it, shows that you will engage in many chimerical plans.

Bandits. — If you attack them, rely upon your own judgment and vigor; if they attack you, beware of accidents; if you only see them, it denotes prosperity in your business.

Banishment. — You will have sorrow, but of short duration.

Bank. — You will be misled by deceitful promises.

Bankrupt. — A bad dream; your business is in dangerous position, and without great care you will be forced to stop.

Banquet. — To dream that you are at a banquet, is a caution to avoid pleasures which cost you dear.

Barrels. — Signifies wealth if they appear full; if empty, poverty.

Bath. — To dream that you bathe in clear water, is a sign that you will enjoy good health; if muddy, the death of relatives or friends. To see a bath, anger; to take a warm bath denotes happiness; if you take one either too hot or too cold, domestic troubles. If you undress, without going into the water, you may expect trouble, but it will soon pass away; a sea bath is a sign of honor, and increase of fortune.

Battle. — If you take part in it, you have much cause to fear disaster; you will have misfortune in love and business; if you finish it, you will have quarrels in your family affairs.

Bayonet. — This is a sign which you should fear.
Bear. — If you are attacked by it, you will be persecuted by enemies; but if it is running, happiness is in store for you.

Bed. — To dream that you are lying in bed, signifies that you are in danger; being in bed and not able to sleep, sickness; to see a stranger in your bed, brings quarrels in married life; a well-made bed, shows that you will become established in life.

Bedbugs. — Bring strife.

Beer. — To drink it, trouble.

Beggar. — To be a beggar, you may hope for wealth; to see many, sickness.

Beheading. — To dream that one has been beheaded, and that the head is separated from the body, denotes liberty to the prisoner, comfort to those in distress, health to the sick, and to creditors, payment of debts.

Bell. — Misfortunes for the person who hears it ring.

Bet. — To dream that you bet with any one, shows that you will suffer from your own imprudence.

Bill. — If presented to you, and you settle it, good luck, if you cannot pay, it signifies that you will be slandered.

Birds. — Dreaming that you catch birds is a sign of profit, and to hear birds sing, is joy and delight.

Birds. — Are a good sign; they bring friends and fortune; to catch them, speedy marriage; to kill them bad fortune; to shoot at them, beware of treachery; if you see them fighting, you will be exposed to great temptations; if they fly toward you, you will fail in business; if they sing, some happiness is in store for you; to dream of birds of prey, brings misfortune.

Bite. — To dream that you are bitten, foretells much jealousy and sorrow.

Blindness. — To dream you are blind, denotes poverty.

Blood. — To dream that you see blood, is a good sign; you will fall heir to an estate. To lose blood signifies sorrow and disappointment.

Boat. — Seen in a clear stream, happiness; in muddy water, disgrace; if it is in danger of capsizing, trouble.

Books. — To be reading serious books, shows honor and station in life; to read lascivious books, shame and disgrace.

Boquet. — To receive one, much pleasure; to give one, signifies that your lover is constant.

Boy. — If a lady dreams that she is delivered of a boy, her life will be a pleasant one.

Breakfast. — To dream that you are eating breakfast, shows that you will commit some folly.

Bridge. — To pass one, shows success in life through industry; to fall from one, loss of business and disappointment in love.

Building. — To dream of seeing a large building is a sign that you will be introduced to some one with whom you will afterwards become intimate. To a young lady it predicts that she will have a new admirer.

Bull. — If you dream you were chased by a bull and run away from him, it is a sign that some one will offer you a present, or propose to benefit you in some way, and that you will either decline, or from some action of your own will not receive the present or the benefit. If you do not run away
from the bull, but stand your ground and dodge him, you will then have a
piece of good luck of some kind.

Buried Alive. — To dream that you are buried alive denotes that you will
be rich and powerful. To wealthy people it is a sign of addition to their
wealth.

Burning. — To see, in your dream, one or more houses burning, but not
wholly destroyed, signifies, for the poor, that they will become rich; and for
the rich man, that his riches will be augmented; but if the fire is furious, and
the houses fall down, the dreamer may expect losses, disappointments, shame
and death. If he sees his bed burning, sickness; to see furniture and cloth-
ing, or curtains burning, is significant of trouble. A store seen burning, loss
of business; to see the front windows of a house burning, shows the death
of a brother; the rear windows, the death of a sister; a burning door, trouble
for a housekeeper. To see a man burning in bed, foretells loss of goods
and sickness; to see one’s finger burnt, shows that some one is envious of you.
To dream that you are burning to death, shows that you will soon be engaged
in a furious quarrel.

Business. — To dream of being full of business, is significant of some un-
expected good fortune; to finish it, marriage; if the business appears to be
bad, it is good sign.

Cards. — To dream you play at cards, tables, or any other game, shows
the party shall be very fortunate.

Cage. — Without a bird, means imprisonment; with a bird, liberty.

Candle. — If it burns brightly, happiness; if the light be dim, misfortune;
if you light it, success in what you undertake.

Candy. — To dream that you are eating candy, signifies that you will be a
victim to falsehood and flattery.

Carriage. — To ride in one, success in love and riches; if it breaks down,
you will lose your lover.

Cart. — To dream of being tied in a cart, to draw like a horse or an ass,
denotes servitude and pain to everybody; to dream that you are carried in
your coach or cart, signifies to have might and authority.

Cat. — Signifies treachery of friends and disappointment in affairs of love;
if the cat appears to be lying down, or sleeping, you will but partially succeed
in what you may undertake; if the cat is fighting, or appears to be in a rage,
you will be robbed.

Cattle. — To dream of keeping cattle, portends disgrace and loss to the
rich, but profit to the poor; to dream of fat cattle, shows a fruitful year; but
lean cattle, a scarcity.

Cellar. — Signifies sickness and misery.

Chains. — To wear them, melancholy; to break them, gives future hap-
iness.

Charity. — For a rich person to dream that he is charitable, signifies loss
of fortune; if a lady dreams it, she will bestow her affections on an unworthy
person.

Chicken. — Its cooking is the sign of coming good news.

Child. — To see a child at its mother’s breast, signifies severe sickness; but
if the wife of the dreamer be pregnant, the child will be sickly. To see many
children, and to talk with them, shows great losses for the dreamer.
Children. — To dream that a man sees two or three children born, shows he shall have cause of joy. It is better to dream that you see boys than girls.

Church. — To dream of building a church, is a good sign to the dreamer; to enter one, you will receive a kindness from some one; to play in one, success and marriage.

Cigar. — To the man who smokes it, success; if it be not lit, it signifies misfortune; if he lights it, he may hope.

Clock. — To dream the clock strikes, and that you count, but that instant, it stands still, forebode death to some old friend, but if the hand moves again, the party will recover.

Clouds. — To dream of white clouds, is a sign of prosperity, clouds mounting high from the earth, denotes voyages and return to the absent and revealing of secrets. Clouds red and inflamed, show an ill issue of affairs; to dream of smoky, or obscure clouds, shows an ill time, or anger.

Cock. — To hear a cock crow in sleep, is a good sign; it brings good news. To dream you see a cock in the house, is a good sign to those who would marry; to hear a cock crow, denotes great prosperity.

Coffin. — To dream of a coffin, signifies that you will soon be married, and own a house of your own.

Concert. — To dream of being at a concert, foretells the enjoyment of good health; to the sick, recovery.

Corn. — To see it blooming, shows an increase of your family.

Corpse. — A good sign, you will soon be married.

Cradle. — A child’s cradle, many children; if the cradle be of green leaves, loss and sorrow.

Crazy. — If a person dreams that he is crazy, he will receive presents, and become rich, and live many years.

Criminal. — To dream that you are a criminal, shows that disgrace and danger are in store for you.

Cross. — To dream of a cross, brings success and honor; to carry it, trouble.

Dagger. — To dream of a dagger, you may expect news of absent persons.

Dance. — To be at a dance, shows success in love and friendship. To dream that you see yourself dance, is good, but to him that is sick, or has any disease, it is evil.

Danger. — To dream of being in danger, shows success in life; to shun it, misfortune.

Dark. — If one dreams of being in the dark, and that he cannot find his way, denotes that the party so dreaming, shall be blinded with some passion, and much troubled.

Day. — To dream of a clear day, is a happy sign.

Death. — Dreaming of death, signifies a wedding. For the sick to dream they are married, or that they celebrate the wedding, betokens death, or separation from her or his companions, friends, or parents.

Devil. — Superstitious people may dream of seeing this arch-enemy of mankind. If so, it foretells that they will go away from home to be absent.
some time. It also shows that they will be very fortunate in life. To a young girl it is a sign that she will either be well married or leave home, or leave for some other reason.

Dice. — To dream of playing with dice is a sign of disgrace, or that you will do some act that, if it is not bad in itself, will cause people to censure you for. To a young girl engaged to be married, dreaming of dice foretells that her lover will be wild and not of much account.

Difficult. — If you imagine in your dream that you are in great difficulty, or in personal danger of any kind, it is a favorable sign, as such dreams always go by contrary. If you fear you are about losing money, you will get some; if your life is in peril, it foretells happiness; if you imagine your sweetheart snubs you, she'll surely be kind and willing, etc.

Disease. — If you dream you have any contagious or foul disease on you, it foretells luck and benefit, as such a dream goes by contrary. If you dream of a running sore, it shows that you will have plenty of money and spend it freely. If a young girl dreams she has any contagious disease, she will probably fall in love soon after.

Dog. — To dream of a dog, shows that your friends are faithful; if he appears to be sleeping, you need have no fears; but if he runs and barks, pay attention to yourself and your affairs; if he runs behind you, somebody is slandering you; if he is fighting with another dog, fear persecution; if with a cat, you will quarrel; coupled with a slut, you will be guilty of dissipation and vice.

Doves. — Significant of good, in games of chance; success in amours and pleasures.

Drowning. — For a man to dream of drowning, brings happiness to him; for a female, a lover and happy marriage.

Drinking. — Dreaming you are drinking when you are very dry, is a sure sign of sickness.

Drunkenness. — To dream of being drunk, portends riches and health; if a person dreams that he is drunk, without having tasted liquor, it is a very bad sign; he will shortly commit some bad action; to become drunk with good wine, means that he will make the acquaintance of a person of high station. To be drunk and feel sad, indicates treachery of relatives. To be drunk and vomit, signifies loss of fortune by gambling. If a person dreams of being intoxicated by drinking water, it shows that he will boast untruly of having rich and grand connections. To see a drunken man, shows that you will be guilty of some foolish action.

Eagles. — To see one in your sleep, flying above you, is a good sign; if it lights upon your head, some accident will befall you; if it convey you into the air, some relative or friend will die.

Earthquake. — To dream of, foretells sickness.

Eating. — To dream of eating, shows that you are deceived; to eat broiled meat, good fortune; to eat turnips, quarreling; to eat salad, sickness.

Elopement. — Signifies an offer of marriage.

Enterprise. — If you dream that you are engaged in some great enterprise, it shows that you will miscarry in what you have already undertaken.
Eruptions. — To dream of your body being covered with blotches, shows that a great fortune will fall to you.

Evil Spirit. — Dreaming you see an evil spirit of a hideous physiognomy, shows that things will be revealed to you.

Excuse. — To seem to be making excuses in your dreams shows that you will tell lies.

Face. — Dreaming you see a meagre, pale face, is a sign of trouble. Dream one washes his face, implies repentance for sin; a black face denotes long life.

Fainting. — To dream of fainting, shows you are wanton.

Fairs. — Dreaming of going to fairs, foretells sudden loss.

Fairy. — If you dream of seeing a fairy, you will meet a woman who will seduce you from the path of propriety, and make your life vexatious.

Falling. — If you dream that you fall down, but rise again, quickly, you will attain to much honor; but if, on the contrary, you remain where you fell, you will live obscure and in poverty.

Fear. — To feel fear, signifies that you will be courageous in your waking moments; to dream of frightening others, shows that your courage is weak.

Feet. — Dreaming that a man’s feet are cut off, is a sign of damage. Dreaming one hath a wooden leg, implies alteration of your condition, from good to bad. Dreaming you walk when your feet are sore is a token of fasting.

Fight. — To see women fighting signifies jealousy; men, sorrow.

Fine. — To dream you pay a fine, signifies gain.

Finger. — A scalded finger, signifies envy; a cut finger, grief; to see more fingers than five, shows new relatives.

Fire. — If it is blazing furiously, danger and separation of friends; if it is extinguished, poverty. If a female makes a fire without much trouble, she will have fine healthy children; if she has much difficulty in kindling it, she will meet with shame and dishonor. If you burn yourself, you will have a fever. A sparkling fire denotes money in abundance.

Fish. — To dream you see or catch large fish, it is a token of profit. A woman with child to dream she is brought to bed of a fish, shows that she will be delivered of a dead child.

Flag. — If you see it waving, it signifies anger; if you bear it, honor and glory.

Flour. — Death in your neighborhood.

Flowers. — To see them in season, and of bright colors, signifies a pleasant and amorous life; to see them out of season and white, the frustration of your plans; if they appear yellow, bad success in your undertakings. Red flowers, success in love.

Friends. — To dream of being among friends, to young persons, signifies union; to laugh with them, quarrels.

Funeral. — To dream of attending a funeral shows that you will probably be soon at a wedding or some gay party. If, in your dream, you see a funeral pass, it denotes a pleasant party out of doors, such as a picnic or excursion.
Gag. — If you dream that your mouth is stopped by a gag, it denotes that you will soon thereafter be kissed by a pretty girl. To a young girl such a dream predicts that she will soon see some gentleman who takes her fancy, and perhaps will fall in love with him.

Gallantry. — If a man dream that he is very gallant, he will enjoy good health; to a female, the same dream brings good luck; to a girl, inconsistency.

Gallop. — On a bay horse, trouble, which will soon pass away; on a black horse, misfortune; a white horse, signifies a life of pleasure.

Gallows. — To dream of a gallows is a good omen, as it denotes that you will have a chance to make money, and if you are smart enough to avail yourself of the opportunity, it will be all right. To those embarking in new enterprises, such a dream foretells success.

Gambling. — To win at gambling shows the death of a friend; to lose, you will change your residence.

Gift. — To dream of receiving gifts, denotes good luck; you will marry the girl of your choice, and prosper in what you undertake.

God. — Dreaming you worship God, is good. If you dream you receive pure favors from him it shows health.

Gold. — The sign of ambition and avarice.

Grave. — To dream of seeing one, signifies disappointment and sorrow; to a lover, loss of his mistress; to a maid, her sweetheart will forsake her. To come out of a grave, denotes success in what is undertaken; if you are in love, you will marry your sweetheart.

Gun. — To dream of firing a gun, or hearing the report of a gun, denotes strife; if you imagine some friend fires it, it shows that there will be a difficulty with him. If you dream of killing a bird, squirrel, or other animal by shooting it, foretells that you will act rashly in some quarrel. For a lover to dream of firing a gun is a sign he will have trouble with his sweetheart.

Hail. — Dreaming you see it hail, denotes sorrow.

Hanged. — To dream that you see a person hanged or that you are hung yourself, denotes that you will rise to great honor, and that you will better your fortune by marriage.

Hate. — If you feel hatred to a person in a dream, it shows that you are hated by him.

Heat. — If you dream of being in a place that is extremely hot, or if the weather is so hot that the heat affects you, it shows that some person is preparing either to attack you or give you a good scolding; if you perspire freely, it is a sign you will meet them at advantage, but if you are feverish, it shows that you will be either injured, or else will have your feelings badly hurt.

Heaven. — If any one dreams of this abode of the blessed that he or she is ascending to Heaven, or is already enjoying its delights, it shows that some joyful event is to happen, such as the birth of an heir to childless people, good fortune to those who are poor, distinction to the wealthy, and high honors to the ambitious. If lovers have such a dream, it foretells an early marriage under the most auspicious circumstances, and that their wedding will be attended with troops of congratulating friends, who will shower presents upon them.
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Hell. — To dream of seeing hell, denotes that the dreamer's life is a bad one, and an intimation to him of reformation.

Hills. — To dream of traveling over steep hills, shows that you will experience much care and trouble, and meet with many disappointments; to the lover it denotes rivalry.

Horns. — To see horns on the head of another person danger to the dreamer; on your own, wealth and importance.

Horse. — To see horses in your dreams is symptomatic of good. If a woman dreams that she is mounted on a strong, handsome horse, it shows that she will marry a rich person, who will love her. To fall from a horse, denotes misfortune and disappointment.

Hospital. — To dream of being in one, misery.

Hotel. — To see one, denotes a peaceful life and prosperity; to live in one, a mixed existence of pleasure and pain.

House. — To see a house, you may hope for a fortunate change in your affairs; to dream of possessing one, bids you expect misfortune and sickness.

Hungry. — To be very hungry in your dreams, denotes that you will become rich and honored through your genius and industry. To eat and be satisfied, shows a speedy marriage.

Hunting. — To dream of going a-hunting, brings an accusation of dishonesty; if you are returning from the chase, good fortune awaits you.

Ice. — Denotes an abundant harvest, but to merchants and men of other employments, it threatens hindrance and delay in their business.

Illumination. — To dream of an illumination augurs success in life, and much happiness; if the light begins to disappear, sorrow and many tears will be your portion.

Inquest. — To dream that you are present at a coroner's inquest, is a bad sign; you will soon squander your fortune.

Island. — To dream that you are on a deserted island shows that you will commit some act to disgust your friends and make them cut your acquaintance; be careful how you behave after dreaming such a dream.

Itch. — To dream that you have the itch, or that your body itches, shows that you will shortly receive money.

Jail. — If a man dreams he is confined in a prison or jail, it shows that he will have honors or dignities conferred upon him, as such dreams go contrariwise; if his arrest and imprisonment worries him, it only shows that he will be the more delighted with his new dignities. This is an excellent dream for politicians and office-holders, and as many of that class of people are great rascals, the jail is what they would naturally dream of.

Jew. — If you dream that a genuine Israelite comes along and annoys you in any way, it is a sign you will quarrel with your father; if you imagine that he cheats you in a bargain, it predicts that you will probably receive a present from some near relative; on the contrary, if he gives you an advantage in the bargain, it shows that your father, or some elderly relative, will ask a favor of you.

Jig. — To dream of dancing a jig with a lady is a sign that she is in love with you, or is pleased with you; and if you like her, you may go in at once
for her favor with much confidence. The omen is the same to a girl who dreams.

**Jealousy.** — To be jealous shows that you are betrayed.

**Jewels.** — To dream of possessing jewels, shows that you will lose something you highly value. If you see jewels, and are tempted to take them, you are in danger of committing some disgraceful action.

**Joy.** — To be joyful in sleep, is a forerunner of bad tidings.

**Jumping.** — To dream of jumping up, foretells high station; to jump down, poverty, if you fall; if you alight on your feet, you will be neither poor nor rich. To jump in the mire, disgrace.

**King.** — To see a king, or speak to one, shows riches and honor.

**Kiss.** — To kiss the earth shows sorrow and care; to kiss the hands of a lady, good luck; if you kiss her face you will be successful in love and trade, through courage. To be kissed signifies disagreeable visitors.

**Ladies.** — To see one, a sign of weakness; many ladies bring calumny and slander. To see a light-haired one, is a happy event to the dreamer; a brunette, sickness; a pregnant lady, brings good news; a naked lady, signifies the death of a relative. To hear a lady speak without seeing her, foretells departure.

**Ladder.** — To dream of going up a ladder, foretells the possession of wealth; to come down, poverty.

**Laughter.** — Is a sign of tears.

**Lawyers.** — To dream of meeting a lawyer, brings bad tidings; if you speak to him, you will lose some property; if you hear some one speaking in his favor, you will meet some misfortune.

**Law.** — To dream of instituting a suit at law, or entering a criminal complaint against any one, shows that some enemy will injure you pecuniarily, or that you will lose money by speculation or trade; if you dream you are sued, or persecuted, criminally, the sign is the reverse; you will probably receive money unexpectedly or be uncommonly successful in your pursuits.

**Lazy.** — To dream that you see lazy people lounging around, and that you are vexed with them, is a sign of bad luck to some of your relatives, who will depend upon you to assist them; if, in your dream, you imagine yourself to be lazy and sleepy over your work, it foretells either sickness or that you will meet with a loss.

**Letters.** — To write or receive them, good news.

**Light.** — A burning light signifies recovery to the sick; fortune and honor to the healthy.

**Lightning.** — If the dreamer sees lightning strike his house, or fall upon his head, it is a sign of the death of a relative.

**Lion.** — To see one, denotes admittance to the society of distinguished persons. To fight with a lion, signifies a quarrel with a dangerous person. If you overthrow him, victory over trials and sorrows. To sit or ride on the back of a lion denotes the protection of some powerful personage. To dream of eating the flesh of a lion, shows some high office in store for you; the skin of a lion augurs great wealth. To see a lion run away, predicts great folly. To see a lioness, brings good luck to your family.

**Looking-Glass.** — The sign of treachery.
Love.—To dream that you are enslaved by the love of a woman, shows a sorrowful life; not to return the love of a woman success; to love a young girl, joy; a handsome woman, wantonness; to love an old woman, misery.

Manager.—To dream you are manager of any concern means poverty; if you forsake it, your affairs will immediately improve.

Man.—Dressed in white, good luck; in black, misfortune; a murdered man, security; armed man, sorrow.

Marriage.—If any one should be so unfortunate as to dream that he or she was present at a happy and jolly wedding, it denotes that they will attend a funeral; it will not necessarily be at the burial of either of the persons you dreamed you saw married, but you will undoubtedly be called to mourn some friend or relative. To go to weddings when one is wide awake is exceedingly pleasant, but we should be careful how we dream about them. To dream of being married yourself foretells your death.

Mask.—Hypocrisy.

Mass.—To dream of hearing mass, denotes high honor and a happy life.

Medicine.—To take medicine, foretells poverty; to give any one medicine, gain.

Midwife.—To see a midwife, signifies future trouble.

Money.—To find money, mourning and loss; to lose money, good business; to see it without taking it, anger and disappointment; to count it, gain.

Moon.—To dream of the moon, is a good omen; it denotes sudden and unexpected joy, great success in love, and that the dreamer is tenderly adored. To dream of seeing the new moon is good for all.

Mother.—An omen of good luck to the dreamer. To appear to live with her, security of fortune; to speak to her, good news; to dream of seeing her dead, danger to your person and property.

Mountain.—To see a mountain, shows that you will travel to distant lands.

Murder.—A bad dream; it signifies danger.

Music.—To dream you hear melodious music implies that you will hear some very acceptable news.

Naked.—To dream of walking about naked, signifies disappointment through your friends and relations; to see a naked woman means honor and joy.

Negro.—To dream of being frightened or assaulted by a negro is a good sign, as it denotes safety; if the negro comes toward you in a pleasant and agreeable way, it shows that you will meet with loss or be robbed; to see a grinning, pleasant-looking negro in your dream, forebodes trouble through the conduct of a dependent.

Night-Mare.—For a woman to dream she is ridden by the night-mare shows she will be suddenly married; if a man, that he will be domineered over by a fool.

Nobility.—Should anybody be so foolish as to dream that they are created a Duke, an Earl, or that they have conferred upon them any patent of nobility, it is a sign of shiftlessness and poverty. If a girl dreams that a lord is in love with her, she will be apt to marry a shiftless and needy fellow.
Palace. — To dream of seeing a palace is a favorable sign; to live in one, good luck; if it burn, you run the risk of losing your fortune.

Paper. — To dream you write on or read papers denotes news; to dream you blot or tear your paper, indicates the well ordering of business.

Parade. — To dream of a parade of soldiers and that you are delighted with the military display, foretells that some one will deceive you; to a business man it is an omen of losses by bad debts or dull trade; to a young girl it foreshadows a gay but false lover; to a married woman it is a sign that her husband, though kind, will be false to his vows.

Parting. — To dream of parting from friends with regret, is a sign of disappointment; if a young girl dreams that her lover is going away anywhere, and she feels bad when he takes his leave, it predicts that he will not "go raving distracted with delight" the next time he comes to see her, she will consequently be disappointed at his supposed coolness; but all this may not amount to anything more than to make her feel bad for the time being.

Pawnbroker. — Some honorable and profitable office.

Piano. — To dream of hearing pleasant and lively tunes played on the piano is a sign of thrift and domestic happiness; but if you dream of buying, or that any one presents you with a piano, it foreshadows poverty; it is a bad omen for a girl to dream she has received a beautiful new piano.

Picnic. — For a young man to dream of going with a picnic party into the woods, is a sign that some silly girl will fall in love with him; if a young girl dreams this, some vain fellow will probably pay her attention and compliments merely to gratify his own vanity.

Pigeons. — To dream you see pigeons is a good sign, to dream that you see pigeons flying, denotes hearty news.

Pistol. — To dream of arming yourself with a pistol foretells that you will lose caste, and perhaps become poor; if a girl dreams that her lover carries a pistol, she may be sure that he is below her in social life, and therefore an unpromising or unsuitable match.

Pit. — To dream you fall into a pit, and cannot get out easily, denotes some serious calamity; to the sailor, ship-wreck; to the farmer, a bad harvest. But to dream you fall into a pit and cannot get out by any means, augurs death.

Playing ball. — Dreaming of playing ball, or seeing it played, foretells the speedy receipt of money; to see the ball roll about, signifies delay in its reception.

Police Officer. — Such a dream should teach you to beware of false friends.

Pond. — To dream of seeing a pond of clear water, foretells, friendship and wealth; if the water be muddy, sorrow and poverty; filled with large fish, an increase of property; dead fish in the pond, signify theft and bankruptcy.

Portrait. — Long life to one who dreams of his own portrait; but treachery to one who receives his portrait.

Presents. — To receive them from a distinguished person, denotes change of fortune for the better; a present from a man, signifies good advice; from a female, love; from a boy, trouble; to give a present, shows ingratitude.
Priest: — To see a priest in your dream denotes sickness; if the priest be clad in his robes, you will make confession of your faults.

Prison. — To dream of entering a prison, happiness; to remain in it, consolation; to leave it, danger.

Quarrel. — To quarrel with your sweetheart, denotes your speedy union together; with a friend, the loss of money.

Rabbit. — To dream of a black rabbit, denotes some bad accident; a white one, success. To eat one, good health.

Rain. — If it rains lightly and unaccompanied by wind, it is a good dream for workingmen. To dream of a storm, is bad for men in business. For the poor man it is a sign of better fortune.

Rainbow. — To dream of seeing a rainbow in the west, is a good sign for the poor and sick; in the east, a good omen for the rich. If it is overhead, look for misery and the death of some one you love.

Rage. — If you dream that you are in a great rage in consequence of a mishap, or disagreeable event, it is a sign that some pleasant episode in connection therewith will occur to put you in an excellent humor, as such dreams work contrariwise.

Railroad. — To dream of traveling by railroad, foretells to people who keep house that they will break up their establishment; to young persons it indicates the loss of their home; to lovers it is a sign that if they marry they will not keep house long, if at all.

Rainbow. — It is an excellent dream to imagine you see a brilliant rainbow — the brighter the better; it denotes health and general prosperity; to lovers it foretells a happy marriage and riches. A young girl who dreams of a rainbow will either get an agreeable lover or a present.

Reading. — To dream you are reading romances, comedies or diverting books, signifies joy and comfort.

Rescue. — If you dream of rescuing any one from peril, it is a sign you will rise in the world, either by means of increased wealth, or new honors; to dream that you are rescued from drowning or from any other mode of death, shows that you will go into some successful business speculation with a partner. To lovers, such a dream foretells a speedy and happy union.

Resuscitate. — To dream of resuscitating a drowned person, foretells that you will engage in some enterprise that attracts public attention; if the person thus brought to life is a female, it shadows forth marriage with a lady of public fame.

Return. — If a person who is traveling or sojourning abroad dreams of returning home, it is a sign he will hear bad news; to dream of returning from a journey before you have started to go on it, foretells that you will suffer from a serious accident should you go. If a girl dreams that her lover returns after starting to go home, it foreshadows his death.

Ride. — To dream you ride with a company of men, is very lucky, but with women, misfortune and deceit.

River. — To dream you see a river of water, clear and calm, is good; but should it appear disturbed or muddy, the contrary.
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Mme. Olga has traveled the world over demonstrating this wonderful work and her prediction of the world war has made her famous throughout France.

Roses.—To see them, or to hold them in the hand, in their season, is an excellent dream; out of season, it is a bad sign.

Run.—It is a good sign to dream of running. To run naked, denotes infidelity in marriage; to run after an enemy, victory; to see many people running, signifies quarrels.

Saddle.—To dream you were riding a horse without a saddle signifies poverty, disgrace and shame.

Sea.—To dream of walking upon the sea is good to him who would travel

Serpent.—To dream you see a serpent turning and winding himself, signifies danger and imprisonment.
Sheep. — To see them is a sign of consolation; if you see them sleeping or dead, you will have sorrow. To carry one signifies great luck; to hear them bleat, damage and loss. A sign of good luck, to be surrounded by many sheep. To kill one, or to see them killed, great sorrow.

Ship. — To dream you are sailing in a ship, in fair weather, pleasure and security in business; if it be stormy, bad fortune. To be in danger of shipwreck, shows insecurity of property; but to a prisoner, it indicates speedy release. The tackle and sails of a ship, foretells heavy losses from debtors and agents.

Shipwreck. — To dream you see a ship wreck, is most dangerous to all, except to those who are detained by force.

Shoot. — To see a person shooting, indicates some disagreeable event; if you shoot yourself, unexpected misfortune.

Sickness. — Loneliness and imprisonment.

Singing. — For a man to dream of singing, brings hope; to a woman, sorrow.

Sky. — A clear sky denotes a marriage, speedy and happy; a red sky, increase of wealth; if you ascend into the sky, you may look for much honor; a cloudy sky, shows misfortune.

Slaughter House. — To dream of being in an empty slaughter house, shows that you are in danger, but can avoid it by precaution. To see animals slaughtered is a good sign, if the blood flow freely; if the blood does not flow, you will meet with some accident.

Sleep. — To dream that you sleep with a person of the opposite sex, signifies hindrance in your projects; with a person of the same sex, perplexing events. If a man sleep with an ugly woman, it means mischief to himself; with a melancholy-looking woman, dangerous sickness; with a handsome woman, treachery. For a woman to sleep with her absent husband, it denotes bad news. To sleep with your wife, pleasure; with your mother, good business; with your daughter, scandal; with your sister, departure; with a fashionable woman, success.

Sleeplessness. — To dream that you cannot sleep, is a sign of mourning.

Smoke. — Prudery and vanity.

Snake. — A snake signifies injury by the malice of a man, or treachery from a woman. To kill one, victory. Sickness and ill-fortune, to dream of one twining around you.

Snow. — To see it fall, obstacles.

Society. — To dream of being in the company of distinguished persons, foretells honor and happiness.

Snow. — To dream you see the ground covered with snow, or that it is snowing, is favorable.

Somnambulist. — To dream of walking in sleep, shows sickness and fever.

Sorrow. — To feel much sorrow in a dream, means unexpected joy.

Spider. — To dream that a spider looks at you, foretells that you will be the victim of treachery. To kill a spider, sorrow and ill luck.

Stars. — Brightly shining, show happy success; dim, trouble; seen over a house, danger of death in the family; a star falling from heaven, quarrels with a friend.
Strangle.—To dream of strangling any one, predicts victory over enemies; to strangle one’s self by eating, shows sickness, caused by too much indulgence.

Struggle.—To dream of struggling in death, denotes the enjoyment of good health; to see a friend in the pangs of death, shows that he is well and happy; to see a woman die, means loss of property.

Suicide.—To dream of committing suicide shows that your mind is disordered.

Sun.—To dream of seeing the sun rise, brings good news and luck; the setting sun, misfortune; if its disc be dim, personal danger; with brilliant face, glory and fame; a red sun, misfortune. The conjunction of the sun and moon, portends a great war.

Surgeon.—An unexpected event.

Suspenders.—To wear them, precaution; to take them off, some disagreeable event.

Swamp.—To dream of falling into one, poverty.

Sweep.—To dream of sweeping one’s room, good luck in business; to sweep a room, merited confidence; a cellar, misfortune.

Sword.—To dream of seeing a sword is a prediction of treachery. To wear one, signifies the possession of power; to beat with one, misfortune and disgrace.

Talking.—If you dream that you talk much, you will be exposed to some malicious plans; if you hear much talking around you, be careful of your neighbors.

Tears.—Consolation.

Thirst.—To feel thirst, ambitious, but unsuccessful; if quenched, riches.

Thunder.—Dreaming of thunder, signifies affliction to the rich, but to the poor it denotes repose.

Travel.—On foot, denotes embarrassments and delays in what you undertake or hope for; on horseback, good fortune; in a wagon, change of fortune for the better.

Tricks.—To dream a lady plays you tricks, indicates that you will lose your love.

Trunk.—A full trunk, shows the necessity of economy; an empty one signifies that you may expect to receive money.

Tub.—If it be filled with water, you have evil to fear; an empty tub signifies trouble; and to run against one, sorrow.

Twins.—To dream of having twins, brings good news.

Undress.—To see your wife undress, signifies wantonness; to undress in the presence of others, slander; to undress in your room alone, the discovery of secrets.

Umbrella. Monetary, good fortune.

Vault.—An unexpected estate will fall to you, if you dream of a vault.

Vegetable.—To dream of eating vegetables, misfortune.

Village.—To see, loss of office; a burning village, great honor.

Violet.—To see one in season, means happiness in love; out of season, loss of property, friends, or mistress.

Visit.—If you dream of receiving a visit, you will undertake some enter-
prise at present unthought of. To pay a visit, foretells some great loss. To be visited by a physician, brings great profit.

Villian. — To dream you come in contact with a villian signifies that you are in danger of losing property.

Virgin. — If you dream you discourse with the Virgin Mary, it betokens joy and consolation.

Wall. — If it stands in your way, embarrassments; if you jump over it, joy.

Warts. — If you dream of having warts in the summer season, it is good to all persons. If the dream be in the cold or winter season, it shows the contrary. Also to dream of corns indicates the same.

Washing. — For a man to dream that he washes or bathes himself in baths or hot houses, implies riches, prosperity, and health to the sick; that you see a woman washing shows weakness.

Wages. — Denote bad temper and disappointment.

Wagon. — To dream of a wagon you will surely have some good fortune.

Waiter. — Signifies dishonest servants.

Wandering. — To dream of wandering about, signifies loss of goods by fire. To dream of a wandered denotes shame.

Watch. — To dream of having a watch is a warning to be careful how you spend your time.

Watchman. — To dream of calling in one, gives confidence; to see a person taken to prison by a watchman shows that you must be careful in conducting your business. If the watchman takes hold of you, it is a very good sign. To see many watchmen together, signifies the loss of money.

War. — Signifies trouble and danger. To dream you go to war, foretells good news.

Walking. — To be fatigued in walking denotes much trouble; to be walking in dirty places shows infidelity in the married state.

Weddings. — For a man to dream of wedding a maid, who is himself sick, shows that he shall die quickly. If any one dreams he is wedded to a woman that is deformed, it indicates discontent; if to a handsome woman, it denotes joy and profit.

A sign of a funeral; to dance at a wedding, sickness.

Weeping. — To dream one weeps and grieves is a sure sign of pleasure.

Weighing. — To dream you are engaged in weighing, you will overcome your difficulty.

Widow. — To dream of a widow, signifies a reward; to dream you are a widow, portends death or disappointment. To dream of a widower, denotes strife and quarrels.

Wife. — If a man dream he sees his wife married to another, betokens change of affairs, or else separation. If a man's wife dream that she is married to any other person than her own husband, she will be suddenly parted from him, or see him dead.

Wild Beast. — Of any kind, signifies the protection and favor of persons of distinction.

Will. — A very bad sign.

Wind. — Fright.

Wine. — To dream of drinking good wine, shows power and fortune; wine
and water, bad health; white wine, pleasure trips; if the wine be not clear, it signifies wealth; to see it flow, the spilling of blood. To get drunk from good wine, indicates office and fortune.

**Wind.** — To dream you hear the wind blow denotes sickness. To be caught in a gust of wind denotes fright. To dream of a windmill you will experience some loss.

**Windows.** — To dream that you throw yourself out, shows you will meet with some accident, or lose a lawsuit you expected to gain. If you step through a window, some one will injure you. An open window signifies that you are favored by persons of distinction; a window closed, means embarrassments.

**Wolf.** — To dream of seeing a wolf, shows an avaricious and hardhearted neighbor; to conquer a wolf, signifies that you will overthrow some one who has all the bad qualities of a wolf.

**Woods.** — To dream of hiding yourself in the woods, shows you are in danger.

**Woodyard.** — To be in one, happy change of fortune; if you own one, good luck and abundance.

**Wound.** — To dream of being wounded by a dagger, signifies benevolence; a wound made by an unknown person, denotes much trouble; by a wolf, infidelity in marriage; if the wound heals, you will be the victim of ingratitude. To wound another person, will subject you to unjust suspicion.

**Water.** — To dread one sees clear running water is an indication that you will hear news from abroad.

**Yacht.** — Signifies distress; to the sailor, a stormy voyage.

**Young.** — To dream that you are young signifies that you have joy and happiness.

---

**AUGURY BY DICE**

Take three dice, shake them well in the box with your left hand, and then cast them out on a board or table, on which you have previously drawn a circle with chalk.

- **Three.** A pleasing surprise.
- **Four.** A disagreeable one.
- **Five.** A stranger who will prove a friend.
- **Six.** Loss of property.
- **Seven.** Undeserved scandal.
- **Eight.** Merited reproach.
- **Nine.** A wedding.
- **Ten.** A christening.
- **Eleven.** A death that concerns you.
- **Twelve.** A letter speedily.
- **Thirteen.** Tears and sighs.
- **Fourteen.** Beware that you are not drawn into some trouble or plot by a secret enemy.
- **Fifteen.** Immediate prosperity and happiness.
- **Sixteen.** A pleasant journey.
- **Seventeen.** You will either be on the water, or, have dealings with those belonging to it, to your advantage.
- **Eighteen.** A great profit, rise in life, or some most desirable good will happen almost immediately.
To show the same number twice at one trial, portends news from abroad, be the number what it may. If the dice roll over the circle, the number thrown goes for nothing, but the occurrence shows sharp words; and if they fall to the floor, it is blows. In throwing out the dice, if one remains on the top of the other, it is an omen of which I would have them take care.

**MOLES**

**THE SCIENCE OF FORETELLING FUTURE EVENTS BY MOLES**

These little marks on the skin, although they appear to be the effect of chance or accident, and might easily pass with the unthinking for things of no moment are nevertheless of the utmost consequence, since from their color, situation, size, and figure, may be accurately gathered the temper of, and the events that will happen to, the person bearing them. As our philosopher, who was a most excellent anatomist, made these signs form a very particular branch of his studies, the result of his great labors and long experience will, we doubt not, be found very agreeable to our readers, and we shall accordingly proceed to give them a faithful translation of his observations. To enable them to turn more easily to the definitions, we have arranged them under heads in the same manner as we have before observed in the expounding of dreams.

**ON THE WRIST OR BETWEEN THAT AND THE FINGER ENDS**

Show the person to be of an ingenious and industrious turn, faithful in his engagements, amorous and constant in his affections, rather of a saving disposition, with a great degree of sobriety and regularity in his dealings. It foreshows a comfortable acquisition of fortune, with a good partner, and beautiful children; but some disagreeable circumstance will happen about the age of thirty, which will continue four or five years. In a man, it denotes being twice married; in a woman, only once, but that she will survive her husband.

**BETWEEN THE ELBOW AND THE WRIST**

Shows a placid and cheerful disposition, industry, and a love of reading, particularly books of science; it foretells much prosperity and happiness toward the middle of life, but after having undergone many hardships if not imprisonment, it also denotes that your eldest son will rise to honors in the State, and marry a woman, not of his own country, who will bring him much riches.

**NEAR EITHER ELBOW**

Shows a restless and unsteady disposition, with a great desire of traveling, much discontent in the married state, and of an idle turn; it indicates no very great prosperity, rather of a sinking than a rising condition, with many unpleasant adventures, much to your discredit; marriage with a person who will make you unhappy, and children who will be disobedient and cause you much trouble.

**ON THE RIGHT OR LEFT ARM**

Shows a courageous disposition, great fortitude, resolution, industry, and conjugal fidelity; it foretells that the person will fight many battles, and be successful in all; that you will be prosperous in your undertakings, obtain a decent competency, and live very happy; it denotes that a man will be a widower at forty, but in a woman it shows that she will be survived by her husband.
ON THE LEFT SHOULDER

Shows a person of a quarrelsome and unruly disposition, always inclined to dispute for trifles, rather indolent but much inclined to the pleasures of love, and faithful to the conjugal vows. It denotes a life not much varied either with pleasure or misfortunes; they indicate many children, and moderate success in business, but dangers by sea.

ON THE RIGHT SHOULDER

Shows a person of a prudent and discreet temper, one possessed of much wisdom, given to great secrecy, very industrious, but not very amorous, yet faithful to conjugal ties; it indicates great prosperity and advancement in life, a good partner, and many friends, with great profit from a journey to a distant country about the age of thirty-five.

ON ANY PART FROM THE SHOULDERS TO THE LOINS

Shows an even and mild temper, given to sloth, and rather cowardly, very amorous, but unfaithful; it denotes decay in health and wealth, with troubles and difficulties in the decline of life, and much vexation from children.

ON THE LOINS

Shows industry and honesty, an amorous disposition, with great vigor, courage, and fidelity; it foretells success in business and in love, many children, acquirement of riches and honors, with much traveling; it also indicates a great loss by lending of money, and quarreling among friends, who will attempt to deceive you.

ON EITHER HIP

Shows a contented disposition, given to industry, amorous and faithful in engagements, of an abstemious turn; it foretells moderate success in life, with many children, who will undergo many hardships with great fortitude, and arrive at ease and affluence by dint of their industry and ingenuity.

ON THE RIGHT THIGH

Shows the person to be of an agreeable temper, inclined to be amorous, and very courageous; it also denotes success in life, accumulation of riches by marriage and many fine children, chiefly girls.

ON THE LEFT THIGH

Shows a good and benevolent disposition, a great turn for industry, and little inclined to the pleasures of love; it indicates many sorrows in life, great poverty, unfaithful friends, and imprisonment by false swearing.

ON THE LEFT KNEE

Shows a hasty and passionate disposition, extravagant and inconsiderate turn, with no great inclination to industry and honesty, much given to the pleasures of Venus, but possessed of much benevolence; it indicates good success in undertakings, particularly in contracts, a rich marriage and an only child.

ON THE RIGHT KNEE

Shows an amiable temper, honest disposition, and a turn for amorous pleasures and industry; it foretells great success in love, and the choice of a conjugal partner, with few sorrows many friends and dutiful children.
ON EITHER LEG

Shows a person to be a thoughtless, indolent disposition, of an amorous turn, and much given to extravagance and dissipation; it denotes many difficulties through life, but that you will surmount them all; it shows that imprisonment will happen to you at an early age, but that in general you will be more fortunate than otherwise; you will marry an agreeable person, who will survive you, by whom you will have four children, two of which will die young.

ON EITHER ANKLE

Shows an effeminate disposition, given to foppery in dress, and cowardice in a man; but in a woman it denotes courage, wit, and activity; they foretell success in life, with an agreeable partner, accumulation of honors and riches, and much pleasure in the affairs of love.

ON EITHER FOOT

Shows a melancholy and inactive disposition, little inclined to the pleasures of love, given to reading, and a sedentary life; they foretell sickness and unexpected misfortunes, with many sorrows and much trouble, an unhappy choice of a partner for life, with disobedient and unfortunate children.

ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE FOREHEAD OR RIGHT TEMPLE

Shows an active and industrious disposition, much given to the sports of love; it denotes that the person will be very successful in life, marry an agreeable partner, and arrive at unexpected riches and honors, and have a son who will become a great man.

ON THE RIGHT EYEBROW

Shows a sprightly, active disposition, a great turn for gallantry, much courage, and great perseverance; it denotes wealth, and success in love, war, and business; that you will marry an agreeable mate, live happy, have children and die at an advanced old age at a distance from home.

ON THE LEFT EYEBROW, TEMPLE, OR SIDE OF THE FOREHEAD

Shows an indolent, peevish temper, a turn for debauchery and liquor, little inclined to amorous sports, and very cowardly; it foretells poverty, imprisonment, and disappointment in all your undertaking, with undutiful children, and a bad-tempered partner.

ON THE OUTSIDE CORNER OF EITHER EYE

Shows a sober, honest, and steady disposition, much inclined to the pleasures of love; it foretells violent death, after a life considerably varied by pleasures and misfortunes; in general, it foreshadows that poverty will keep at a distance.

ON EITHER CHEEK

Shows an industrious benevolent, and sober disposition, given to be grave and solemn, little inclined to amorous sports, but of a steady courage and unshaken fortitude; it denotes a moderate success in life, neither becoming rich nor falling into poverty; it also foretells an agreeable and industrious partner, with two children, who will do better than the parents.
DREAM BOOK

ON THE CHIN
Shows an amiable and tranquil disposition, industrious, and much inclined to traveling and the joys of Venus; it denotes that the person will be highly successful in life, accumulating a large and splendid fortune, with many respectable and worthy friends, an agreeable conjugal partner, and fine children; but it also denotes losses by sea and in foreign countries.

ON EITHER LIP
Shows a delicate appetite, a sober disposition, and much given to the pleasures of love; of an industrious and benevolent turn; it denotes that the person will be successful in undertakings, particularly in love affairs; that you will rise above your present conditions, and be greatly respected and esteemed; that you will endeavor to obtain some situation, in which you will at first prove unsuccessful but afterward prevail.

ON THE NOSE
Shows a hasty and passionate disposition, much given to amorous pleasures, faithful to engagement, candid, open, and sincere in friendship, courageous and honest, but very petulant, and rather given to drink; it denotes great success through life in love affairs, that you will become rich, marry well, have fine children, and be much esteemed by your neighbors and acquaintances; that you will travel much, particularly by water.

ON THE THROAT
Shows a friendly and generous disposition, of a sober turn, given to industry, extremely amorous, and much inclined to indulge in the joys of Venus; it denotes riches by marriage, and great success afterward in your undertakings, with fine children, who will go to a far distant country, where they will marry, grow rich, and return to their native land.

ON THE SIDE OF THE NECK
Shows a meek and sober disposition, moderately inclined to the pleasures of love, but firm and steady in friendship, rather given to industry; it denotes much sickness, and that you will be in great danger of suffocation, but that you will rise to unexpected honors and dignity, receive large legacies, and grow very rich; but also that your children will fall into poverty and disgrace.

ON THE RIGHT BREAST
Shows an intemperate, an indolent disposition, rather given to drink, strongly attached to the joys of love; it denotes much misfortune in life, with a sudden reverse from riches to poverty; many unpleasant and disagreeable accidents, with a sober and industrious partner; many children, mostly girls, who will all marry well, and be a great comfort to your old age; it warns.

ON THE LEFT BREAST
Shows an industrious and sober disposition, amorous, and much given to walking; it denotes great success in life and in love, that you will accumulate riches, and have many children, mostly boys, who will make their fortunes by sea.

ON THE BOSOM
Shows a quarrelsome and unhappy temper, given to low debauchery, and
exceedingly amorous, indolent, and unsteady; it denotes a life neither very prosperous nor very miserable, but passed without many friends or much esteem.

UNDER THE LEFT BREAST, OVER THE HEART

Shows a rumbling and unsettled disposition, given to drinking and little careful of your actions, very amorous, and much given to indulge indiscriminately in the pleasures of love, in a man. In a woman it indicates sincerity in love, industry, and strict regard for character; in life it denotes a varied mixture of good and bad fortune, the former rather prevailing; it denotes imprisonment for debt, but not long duration; to a woman it denotes easy labors, and children who will become rich, live happy and respected, and marry well.

ON THE RIGHT SIDE NEAR ANY PART OF THE RIBS

Shows an indolent, cowardly disposition, given to excessive drinking, of an inferior capacity, and little inclined to the pleasures of love; it denotes an easy life, rather of poverty than riches, little respected, a partner of an uneven and disagreeable temper, with undutiful children, who will fall into many difficulties.

IMPORTANT FACTS

We shall remark to our readers, that it is of much importance to be particular in ascertaining the exact situation of the mole, its form, whether it be round, angular, or oblong; also its size and color, because these variations add or diminish the degree of those qualities and events which our author's explanation has attached to each; for example if the mole be perfectly round, then it denotes much good fortune; if of an angular form, a mixture of good and bad fortune; if oblong, then a moderate portion of good, a kind of happy medium; the deeper the color, the more powerful will be either the good or bad fortune indicated; the lighter in color, either will be in a less degree, as our author has uniformly spoken of a mediate color neither dark nor light; if it be very hairy, it denotes many misfortunes, but not so if only a few long hairs grow upon it, then it shows prosperity in your undertakings; again the larger the mole is, the more serious will be either the prosperity or adversity predicted; and the smaller it is, the less of either will fall to your share; our author has taken the middling size.

Persons who wish to avail themselves fully of our author's information, should not suffer an overstrained bashfulness to prevent their obtaining accurate information with respect to the situation, size, form, and color; especially as in woman, a mole is frequently so situated, in those recesses which modesty conceals from view, as not to admit of being discovered but by another; and yet to have a mole so placed is the most fortunate for them.
THE MOON

Judgments Drawn from the Moon's Age

1. A child born within twenty-four hours after the new moon will be fortunate and live to good old age. Whatever is dreamt on that day will be fortunate and pleasing to the dreamer.
2. The second day is very lucky for discovering things lost, or hidden treasure; the child born on this day shall thrive.
3. The child born on the third day will be fortunate through persons in power, and whatever is dreamed will prove true.
4. The fourth day is good; persons falling sick on this day usually recover.
5. The fifth day is favorable to begin a good work, and the dreams will be tolerably successful; the child born on this day will live to know success.
6. The sixth day the dreams will not immediately come to pass, and the child born will live long and prosper.
7. On the seventh day do not tell your dreams, for much depends on concealing them; if sickness befalls you on this day, you will soon recover; the child born will live long.
8. The child born on the eighth day is destined to travel far and wide, will be industrious and arrive at much honor.
9. The ninth day differs very little from the former; the child born on this day will arrive at great riches and honor.
10. The tenth day is successful; those who fall sick, recover; the child born on this day will live long and be a great traveler.
11. The child that is born on the eleventh day will be much devoted to religion, of an engaging form and manners.
12. On the twelfth day the dreams are rather fortunate, and the child born shall live long.
13. On the thirteenth day the dreams will prove true in a very short time.
14. If you ask a favor of any one on the fourteenth day, it will be granted.
15. The sickness that befalls a person on the fifteenth day is easily overcome.
16. The child that is born on the sixteenth day will be very well-mannered and fortunate; it is also a good day for the buying and selling of all kinds of merchandise.
17. The child born on the seventeenth day will be very wise; it is a very fortunate day to transact any kind of business, or contract marriage.
18. The child born on the eighteenth day will be valiant; if a female, she will be chaste and industrious, and live respected to a great age.
19. The nineteenth day is fortunate; the child born will be very intelligent and religious.
20. On the twentieth day the dreams are true, but the child born will be dishonest.
21. The child born on the twenty-first day will grow up healthy and strong, but be of a very generous, genteel turn of mind.
22. The child born on the twenty-second day will be fortunate; he or she will be of cheerful countenance, religious, and much beloved.
24. The child born on the twenty-fourth day will achieve many heroic actions, and will be much admired for his extraordinary abilities.
25. The child born on the twenty-fifth day will be very wicked; he will meet with many dangers, and is likely to come to an ill end.
26. On the twenty-sixth day the dreams are certain; the child then born will be rich, and much esteemed.
27. The twenty-seventh day is very favorable for dreams, and the child then born will be of a sweet and amiable disposition.
28. The child born on the twenty-eighth day will be the delight of his parents.
29. Children born on the twenty-ninth day will experience many hardships, though in the end they turn out happily. It is good to marry on this day; and business begun on this day will be prosperous.
30. The child that is born on the thirtieth day will be fortunate and happy, and well skilled in the arts and sciences.

FORTUNE TELLING BY CARDS

As many of those events about to happen may be easily gathered from cards, we have here affixed the definition which each card in the pack bears separately; by the combining them the reader must judge for himself, observing the following directions in laying them out: First, the person whose fortune is to be told, if a man, must choose one of the four kings to represent himself; if a woman, she must select one of the queens; the chosen card will stand for the husband or wife, mistress or lover of the party whose fortune is to be told, and the knave of the suit for the most intimate person of their family; you must then shuffle and cut the cards well, and let the person whose fortune is to be ascertained cut them three times, showing the bottom cards; this must be repeated three times; then shuffle them again, let them be cut once, and display them in rows on a table, taking care always to have an odd number in each row, nine is the right number, and to place your cards exactly under each other; after this consult the situation in which the person stands by the definition we have here annexed to each card, and after having repeated it three times, form your conclusion; remember that everything is within your circle as far as you can count thirteen any way from the card that represents the person, his wife, or her husband, and their intimate friends; and also that the thirteenth card every way is of the greatest consequence; either the whole pack, or only the picked cards may be used.

Another mode with the picked cards is to shuffle and cut them, take three cards from the top— if there be two of a suit, take out the highest card; if three, take all; when you have gone through the pack, shuffle and cut the remainder, and do as before, and repeat the same a third time; then take a general view of all the cards drawn, and next couple them, a top and bottom card, then shuffle and cut them into three heaps, laying one apart in the first round to form a fourth heap; the first heap at the left hand relates to yourself entirely, the next to your family, and the third is the confirmation of the former two; you must proceed a second and third time, adding each time one to the single card, then three single cards gives the connection of the
operation; observe you must add the card which represents the person whose fortune is consulted to the three, if it be not there already.

**THE ACE OF CLUBS**
Promises great wealth, much prosperity in life, and tranquility of mind.

**THE KING OF CLUBS**
Announces a man who is humane, upright affectionate, and faithful in all his engagements; he will be very happy himself, and make every one with whom he has connection so, if he can.

**THE QUEEN OF CLUBS**
Shows a tender, mild, and rather amorous disposition; one that will probably yield her maiden person to a generous lover before the matrimonial knot be tied; but that they will be happy, love each other, and be married.

**THE KNAVE OF CLUBS**
Shows a generous, sincere, and zealous friend, who will exert himself warmly for your interests and welfare.

**THE TEN OF CLUBS**
Denotes great riches to come speedily from an unexpected quarter; but it also threatens that you will at the same time lose some very dear friend.

**THE NINE OF CLUBS**
Shows that you will displease some of your friends, by too steady an adherence to your own way of thinking, nor will your success in the undertaking reconcile them to you, or procure you your own approbation.

**THE EIGHT OF CLUBS**
Shows the person to be covetous, and extremely fond of money; that he will obtain it, but that it will rather prove a torment than a comfort to him, as he will not make proper use of it.

**THE SEVEN OF CLUBS**
Promises the most brilliant fortune, and the most exquisite bliss that this world can afford; but beware of the opposite sex, from them alone you can experience misfortune.

**THE SIX OF CLUBS**
Shows you will engage in a very lucrative partnership, and that your children will behave well.

**THE FIVE OF CLUBS**
Declares that you will be shortly married to a person who will mend your circumstances.

**THE FOUR OF CLUBS**
Shows incontinence for the sake of money, and frequent change of object.

**THE TREY OF CLUBS**
Shows that you will be three times married, and each time to a wealthy person.
This card will equally answer for a woman's being kept by three rich men according to her station.
THE DEUCE OF CLUBS
Shows that there will be some unfortunate opposition to your favorite inclination, which will disturb you.

THE ACE OF DIAMONDS
Shows a person who is fond of rural sports, a great builder, and a gardener; one who delights in planting and laying out groves, woods, shrubberies, and other such amusements; but that his enterprises of this nature will have success or disappointment according to the cards that are near it; it likewise signifies a letter.

THE KING OF DIAMONDS
Shows a man of fiery temper, preserving his anger long, seeking for opportunity of revenge, and obstinate in his resolutions.

THE QUEEN OF DIAMONDS
Signifies that the woman will not be a steady and industrious housekeeper; that she will be fond of company, be a coquette, and not overvirtuous.

THE KNAVE OF DIAMONDS
However nearly related, he will look more to his own interest than yours; he will be tenacious of his own opinion, will fly off if contradicted.

THE TEN OF DIAMONDS
Promises a country husband or a wife with great wealth and many children; the card next to it will tell the number of children; it also signifies a purse of gold.

THE NINE OF DIAMONDS
Declares that the person will be of roving disposition, never contented with his lot, and forever meeting with vexations and disappointments, and risks a shameful end.

THE EIGHT OF DIAMONDS
Shows that the person, in his youth, will be an enemy to marriage, and thus run the risk of dying unmarried; but that if he does marry, it will be late in life, and then it will be with some person whose disposition is so ill-associated to theirs that it will be the cause of misfortunes.

THE SEVEN OF DIAMONDS
Shows that you will spend your happiest days in the country, where, if you remain, your happiness will be uninterrupted: but if you come to town, you will be tormented by the infidelity of your conjugal partner, and the squandering of your substance.

THE SIX OF DIAMONDS
Shows an early marriage and premature widowhood; but that the second marriage will probably make you worse off.

THE FIVE OF DIAMONDS
Shows you a well-assorted marriage with a mate who will punctually perform the hymenial duties, and that you will have good children, who will keep you from grief.
THE FOUR OF DIAMONDS
Shows the incontinence of the person you will be married to, and very
great vexation to yourself through the whole course of your life.

THE TREY OF DIAMONDS
Shows that you will be engaged in quarrels, lawsuits, and domestic dis­
agreements; your partner for life will be a vixen and abusive temper, fail in
the performance of the nuptial duties and make you unhappy.

THE DEUCE OF DIAMONDS
Shows that your heart will be engaged in love, at an early period; that
your parents will not approve your choice; and that if you marry without
their consent, they will hardly forgive you.

THE ACE OF HEARTS
Signifies merry-making, feasting and good humor; if the act be attended
by spades, it foretells quarrelling in your cups, and ill-temper to your family
while you are in a state of intoxication; if by hearts, it shows cordiality and
affection between the parties; if by diamonds, your feast will be from home
perhaps in the country; if by clubs, the occasion of the meeting will be upon
some bargain or agreement; if your ace of hearts is in the neighborhood of
face cards of both sexes, with clubs near it, it will be about a match-making;
if all the face cards are kings or knaves, or both, it will concern the buying
or selling of some personal property; if all queens, it will regard conciliation
between parties and if queens and knaves, it will be about the reconciliation
and reunion of a married couple.

THE KING OF HEARTS
Shows a man of a fair complexion, of an easy and good-natured disposition
but inclined to be hasty and passionate, and rash in his undertakings.

THE QUEEN OF HEARTS
Shows a woman of a very fair complexions, or of great beauty, her temper
rather fiery, verging on the termagant, one who will not make an obedient
wife, nor one who will be very happy in her own reflections.

THE KNAVE OF HEARTS
Is a person of no particular sex, but always the dearest friend, or nearest
relation of the consulting party, ever active and intruding, equally jealous of
doing harm or good as the whim of the moment strikes, passionate and hard
to be reconciled, but always zealous and warm in the cause of the consulting
party, though probably not according to their fancy, as they will be as in­
dustrious to prevent their schemes as to forward them, if they do not accord
with his own disposition.

You must pay great attention to the cards that stand next to the knave, as
from them alone you can judge whether the person it represents will favor
your inclination or not.

THE TEN OF HEARTS
Shows good nature and many children; it is a corrective to the bad things
of the cards, but may stand next to it; and if its neighboring cards are of good
import, it ascertains and confirms their value.
THE NINE OF HEARTS
Promises wealth, grandeur, and high esteem; if cards that are unfavorable stand near it, you must look for disappointment and a reverse; if favorable cards follow these last at a small distance, expect to retrieve your losses, whether of peace or of goods.

THE EIGHT OF HEARTS
Points out a strong inclination to get intoxicated; this, if accompanied with unfavorable cards, will be attended with loss of property, decay of health, and falling off of friends; if by favorable cards, it indicates reformation and recovery from the bad consequences of the former.

THE SEVEN OF HEARTS
Shows the person to be of a fickle and unfaithful disposition, addicted to vice and incontinence, and subject to the mean art of recrimination, to excuse themselves, although without foundation.

THE SIX OF HEARTS
Shows a generous, open, and credulous disposition, easily imposed upon, and ever the dupe of flatterers, but the good-natured friends of the distressed. If this card comes before your king or queen, you will be the dupe; if after, you will have the better.

THE FIVE OF HEARTS
Shows a wavering, unsteady disposition never attached to one object, and free from any violent passion or attachment.

THE FOUR OF HEARTS
Shows that the person will not be married until very late in life, and that this will probably proceed from two great a delicacy in making a choice.

THE TREY OF HEARTS
Shows that your own imprudence will greatly contribute to your experience the ill-will of others.

THE DEUCE OF HEARTS
Shows that extraordinary success and good fortune will attend the person, though if unfavorable cards attend this will be a long time delayed.

THE ACE OF SPADES
Totally relates to the affairs of love, without specifying whether lawful or unlawful.

THE KING OF SPADES
Show a man who is ambitious, and certainly successful at court, or with some great man who will have it in his power to advance him; but let him beware of reverse.

THE QUEEN OF SPADES
Shows a person who will be corrupted by the great of both sexes; if she is handsome, great attempts will be made on her virtue.
THE KNAVE OF SPADES
Shows a person who, although they have your welfare at heart, will be too indolent to pursue it with zeal, unless you take frequent opportunities of rousing their attention.

THE TEN OF SPADES
Is a card of bad import, it will in a great measure conteract the good effect of the other cards; but unless it be seconded by other unfortunate cards, its influence may be gotten over.

THE NINE OF SPADES
Is the worst card in the whole pack; it protends dangerous sickness, a total loss of fortune, cruel calamity, and endless dissension in your family.

THE EIGHT OF SPADES
Shows that you will experience strong opposition from your friends, whom you imagine to be such; if this card comes close to you, abandon your enterprise and adopt another plan.

THE SEVEN OF SPADES
Shows the loss of a most valuable friend, whose death will plunge you into very great distress.

THE SIX OF SPADES
Announces a mediocrity of fortune, and very great uncertainty in your undertakings.

THE FIVE OF SPADES
Will give very little interruption to your success; it promises you good luck in the choice of a companion for life, that you will meet with one very fond of you, and immoderately attached to the joys of hymen, but shows your temper to be rather sullen.

THE FOUR OF SPADES
Shows speedy sickness, and that your friends will injure your fortune.

THE TREY OF SPADES
Shows that you will be unfortunate in marriage, that your partner will be incontinent and that you will be made happy.

THE DEUCE OF SPADES
Always signifies a coffin but whom it is for, must depend entirely on the other cards that are near.

A BRIEF PROGNOSTICATION CONCERNING CHILDREN BORN ANY DAY OF THE WEEK
Sunday, the child shall be long life, and obtain riches.
Monday, weak, and of an effeminate temper, which seldom brings a man to honor.
Tuesday, worse: though he may, with extraordinary vigilance, conquer
the inordinate desires to which he will be subject, still he will be in danger
of dying by violence, if he uses not great precaution.

Wednesday, he shall be given to the study of learning, and shall profit
thereby.

Thursday, he shall arrive to great honor and dignity.

Friday, he shall be of a strong constitution, yet perhaps, lacheryous.

Saturday is another bad day; notwithstanding, the child may come to good,
though it be seldom; but most children born on this day are of a heavy, dull,
and dogged disposition.

**SIGNS OF SPEEDY MARRIAGE, AND GOOD SUCCESS ATTENDING
IT, BY SUNDRY SIGNS**

1. For a woman to have the first and last letters of her Christian name
the same with the man’s surname, that makes love to her, denotes a great
union and a generous love.

2. For a man to have the first and last letters of his Christian name the
same with the woman’s surname, denotes the same.

3. To think of a party on a sudden awakening, without any meditation,
on a Friday morning, that before had a place in the affection of a man or
woman, is a demonstration of love or extraordinary friendship.

4. If a ring falls accidentally off a man’s finger, that is under no obliga­
tion of marriage, and runs directly to the feet of a maid or widow, it denotes
that he is not only in love with the widow, but that a sudden marriage will
ensue.

5. The singing of a robin-redbreast at your window, in the time of court­
ship, on a Wednesday, is a sign that you shall have the party desired.

6. If walking abroad with your sweetheart you perceive a pair of pigeons
circle you round, it is a sign of marriage and happiness to ensue, with much
content.

7. If a hare cross you on a Sunday morning, it promises happy days,
riches, and pleasure.

**CHARMS, SPELLS, AND INCANTATIONS**

**The Three Keys.** — Purchase three small keys, each at a different place,
and going to bed, tie them together with your garter, and place them in
your left-hand glove, along with a small flat dough cake, on which you have
pricked the first letters of your sweetheart’s name; put them in your bosom
when you retire to rest; if you are to have that young man you will dream of
him, but not else. This charm is the most effectual on the first or third of a
new moon.

**The Magic Ring.** — Borrow a wedding-ring, concealing the purpose for
which you borrow it; but no widow’s or pretended marriage ring will do, it
spoils the charm; wear it for three hours at least before you retire to rest, and
then suspend it by a hair of your head over your pillow; write within a circle
resembling a ring, the sentence from the matrimonial service, beginning with,
with this ring I thee, wed, and round the circle write your own name at full
length, and the figures that stand for your age, place it under your pillow,
and your dream will fully explain whom you are to marry; and what kind of a fate you will have with them. If your dream is too confused to remember it, or you do not dream at all, it is a certain sign you will never be married.

To know if a Woman with Child will have a Girl or Boy. — Write the proper names of the father and the mother, and the month she conceived with child; count the letters in these words, and divide the amount by seven; and then if the remainder be even, it will be a girl, if uneven, it will be a boy.

To know if a Child new-born shall live or not. — Write the proper names of the father and the mother, and of the day the child was born; count the letters in these words, and to the amount add twenty-five, and then divide the whole by seven; if the remainder be even, the child shall die, but if it be uneven, the child shall live.

To know how soon a Person will be married. — Get a green pea-pod, in which are exactly nine peas; hang it over the door, and then take notice of the next person who comes in, who is not of the family, nor of the same sex with yourself, and if it proves an unmarried individual, you will certainly be married within that year.
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